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Analysing the Macedonian national identity from the viewpoint of institutionalising folk culture, we believe this sort of Macedonian culture played a crucial role in the
process. Folklore, and dance as its most appealing part, high in quantity but poor in quality, took part in the processes of deconstructing and reconstructing the national cultural
model in Macedonia, especially in the late 20th century. This very ambivalence is the
main reason why I identify the educational system as one of the important factors and
parameters in the process of institutionalising the folk dance scene. In fact, the underdeveloped structure of the educational system, the unbalanced and unscientifically prepared
contents regarding the folk dance culture presented in it are the reason behind creating the
unsustainable myth of the “superior” dance nation in the Balkans, at least in the manner
of interpreting the SFRY saying “in Bosnia do not sing, in Serbia do not dance, in Macedonia neither sing nor dance”1.
Regarding the foundations of their identity, average Macedonian citizens firmly
believe that song and dance are their crucial national traits and the strongest tool in maintaining their cultural identity in each period in history. That song and dance are considered strong identity promoters we could witness in the process of overcoming the mass
hysteria in Macedonia in the last, artificially imposed national identity crisis2. The highly
1

Ivona Opetcheska –Tatarchevska, Dance Culture and Identity: The Folk Dance Scene in the Republic of
Macedonia between 1975 and 2005 (Working Paper 1).
2
The national identity crisis perpetuated after the 2nd April 2008 NATO Summit in Bucharest caused an
avalanche of cultural projects concerning the revitalisation of traditional and folk culture. For this very reason, several government institutions such as the State Agency of Youth and Sports and the Ministry of Culture started financing projects based on Macedonian ethnic culture as the national sports anthem contest
entitled MACEDONIA CHEERS. The project was organised by the Agency of Youth and Sports, the
Sports Federation Alliance and Tomato Productions. Apart from the 12 songs selected, three versions of the
Republic of Macedonia national anthem ended up on the promotional CD. The titles of the songs entered
mainly ranged from Be Bold, Macedonia, We Shall Prevail, Children of the Sun, Macedonian Army or
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developed folk dance scene with numerous cultural/artistic associations (KUDs) and the
system of local and state festivals and competitions support this claim. However, despite
enforcing this kind of culture as reproductive art, sometimes in populist purposes even, if
we consider the institutionalisation of folklore in the Republic of Macedonia at an academic level, that is, in an educational and scientific sense, we would first encounter the
problem of continuity, and then the problem of quantity, reflecting on the quality of the
process as well.
Resulting from a lack of dedication and coordination among scientific, educational and cultural policies, ethnochoreology3 in Macedonia has continually remained at
its beginning. The value system of Macedonian public administration in a period of over
half a century has still failed to recognize the differences between the academic and the
amateur form of creation and transfer of knowledge on traditional/folk dances from one’s
own country, especially in the past 17 years, during which the state has been going
through a transition from one value system into another. Bearing this in mind, it has been
quite an adventure to systematise all initiatives for establishing ethnochoreology in Macedonia as a scientific and applied discipline in education. By labelling ethnochoreology
as applicative we confirm its contribution to the establishment and development of the
folk dance scene, and the whole process of institutionalising the folk culture as such.
Education (theory) and the Folk dance scene (practice) are interrelated since the quality
of the folk dance scene depends on the quality and the quantity of the educational process
through which its protagonists have (not) gone through, which, in turn, depends on the

Macedonia Cheers for Us, the winner, performed by the Balkan megastar Toshe Proeski
(www.MakedonijaNaviva.com.mk ; www.AMS.gov.mk).
Another significant project of the Agency of Youth and Sports, in collaboration with the Musical Youth of
Macedonia, was the Macedonia Forever project (www.makedonijazasekogash.com.mk) dedicated to the
old Macedonian folk song. Fourteen popular Macedonian artists and bands covered 14 old Macedonian folk
songs, promoted quite intensely in the media, while the CD was distributed free of charge through the
press. The project was finalised at the Macedonia Square in Skopje, in front of tens of thousands of viewers.
There is practically no performance artist, both from the folk and the pop scene, who has not produced a
single or an album dedicated to the Macedonian musical tradition. Karolina Gocheva, in her latest album,
Macedonian Girl, performed 10 songs in that vein (www.karolinaonline.com.mk), while the ethnic band
Synthesis named their latest album Identity, no less.
3
The focus of ethnochoreology as a cultural/anthropological discipline is the collecting, systematisation
and dissemination of knowledge on dances, with the emphasis on dances of the ethnic variety. Hence this
text employs the notion of ethnochoreology more as a synonym of creation and transfer of knowledge on
folk dances, relative as such to the educational and scientific systems in the folk dance field as a whole.
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accumulated knowledge created by the scholars in the field.
If the folk dance scene has been identified by the state and accepted by the public, as one of the strongest keepers, promoters, conservers and restaurateurs of national
identity, then questions must be raised on wherein the “power” and the influence of this
scene lies. Is it in the well organised educational system in which the focus is on scientific research, or in the new methodologies of knowledge acquisition, or is it mere populism and nothing else?
Ethnochoreology has several times been institutionalised through education - science being an integral part of it4 - but it only lasted as long as the enthusiasm of its initiators. In a period of 6 decades there has been diverse ideological rhetoric by official policy
makers regarding this sort of culture, ranging from utmost respect and euphoric dedication to complete under appreciation and disregard of the social needs for education in the
field.
One of the challenges to present the relation between state educational policy and
folk dance culture was that this policy has largely differed from the rhetoric and the relation of state cultural policy towards this sort of culture.
Even though these two communication systems - through which formal and informal knowledge has been transferred - should complement each other by nature, they
have been unevenly treated by policies of government institutions regarding culture, education and science. In the post-1945 period there has been an ambiguous attitude towards
the process of institutionalising the education in the field of folk dance culture. This ambivalence has never been founded on a state strategy of some sort - since there has been
none in education5 - even though the state has vocally supported this educational direction as one national interest; we merely encounter it in politicians’ rhetoric, while the insufficient financial support proves the opposite. It has mostly depended on individual attitudes of persons on key positions in education and culture at the time.
Facts have shown that 57 years after the establishment of the scientific/research
Musicology/Choreography Department in 1951, renamed into Folk Music and Dance
4

Science as a social activity in Macedonia has not had its own Ministry. At times it fell under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Culture (1949), later on there was a Republican Scientific Community (1984), and
nowadays it is under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Education and Science.
5
The Ministry of Culture produced only one National Programme, for the period between 2004 and 2008.
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Department in 1969, within the Institute of Folklore in Skopje, and 18 years after the
formation of the Ethnomusicology Department at the Faculty of Music of the Ss. Cyril
and Methodius University in Skopje, we could still ascertain a discrepancy between the
living dance tradition, that is, the folk dance scene, on the one hand, and the accumulated
“knowledge” about it on the other.
The key issue is why it is so and how this constellation of relations in the field of education has influenced the processes of institutionalising folk culture.
Hence, this paper is to focus on the various initiatives for studying traditional
dances and their stylisations, as well as the transfer of the knowledge about it, from two
different perspectives:
- Scientific/research activity in the fields of ethnochoreology and ethnomusicology6, and
- Forms of transferring knowledge on traditional/folk dances in Macedonia.
While culture as social activity has almost continually, automatically, financed
projects and associations in the fields of music and dance folklore, the educational system
of the Republic of Macedonia only identified this field of education as one of the crucial
parameters of national identity building in 1991 by establishing the first Department of
Ethnomusicology at the Faculty of Music of the Ss. Cyril and Methodius University. This
state educational policy treatment of ethnochoreology and dance pedagogy, socially marginalised for a long time, might be due to the fact that education as a process has not been
able to produce instant results as the folk dance scene, with its size and media coverage,
in a short period of time and with no long-term money “squandering”. This has been particularly important for the political establishment, expecting immediate results from their
“work” in promoting their rhetoric on national identity, regardless of the historical period
in which this very rhetoric is promoted.
This working paper focuses on what the educational process of professional folk
dancers and instrumentalists entails, that is, how the educators in the field of ethnochore6

Ethnochoreology and Ethnoorganology in the Macedonian educational system, sometimes also called
Folk Dances and Folk Instruments respectively - even though these are not their only fields of interest have continually been attached to Ethnomusicology as an educational and scientific discipline, and studied
as such at the Department of Ethnomusicology in Belgrade since 1948, the Musicology Department in Zagreb since 1967, and included in the educational process in Macedonia the latest, in 1991.
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ology, ethnomusicology and ethnoorganology are produced, as well as how the state organises the transfer of accumulated knowledge on folk dance culture.
From a methodological perspective, I hope that this paper could succeed in creating a cross-disciplinary knowledge exchange between ethnochoreology and cultural/historical anthropology as disciplines since the foundation of this text have been the
collected curricula and elaborations from the institutions in which the young population
of Macedonia is educated in traditional/folk culture, as well as my personal participation
at three levels of this educational process in the period between 1997 and 2007. This enables me to systematise the knowledge of the field and draw conclusions on the ambiguity of state educational policy regarding dance folklore, with strong public support
through ideological rhetoric, while practically disregarding the quality of education.
Developing the systems of presenting the national culture in education by the Macedonian state in the period between 1945 and 2007 has, in fact, shown some progress.
The first postwar folk schools (narodni uchilishta)7 in which folklore was used in order to
attract people to education, offering contents from the everyday life of the time, supporting literacy through familiar educational contents from traditional culture - stories, songs,
short oral genres, etc. - cannot compare to the far more developed methodology of the
courses in the field of ethnic culture of Albanians and Macedonians at the three Faculties
of Music in Tetovo,8 Shtip and Skopje, which exist in these last 15 years, all within a
100km2 radius.
The first Macedonian postwar composers from the so-called First Generation9
took part in this initial euphoric action for musical literacy of the people and aimed towards “refining the folklore” using simple arrangements but with classical, WestEuropean, harmonies in order to bring it closer to the people, and also to attempt to give
7

^akarjanevski \or|i – Glavniot [tab i dr`avnosta na Makedonija (1941-1945), Institut za nacionalna istorija,
Skopje 2001, str. 113-114; 127-128.
8
I am referring to the recently recognised Tetovo State University and the new Goce Delchev University in
Shtip at which there are departments of Ethnomusicology and Ethnochoreology respectively. The Tetovo
University had been illegal for some 10 years, and as such was the object of negotiations between the two
political blocs, the Macedonian and the Albanian, at each government or plenary parliament session, and it
was finally legalised in 2003. The Goce Delchev University in Shtip, founded in 2007, is a right-wing
counterpoint of the Skopje Ss. Cyril and Methodius University, labelled a leftist “brood”.
9
Dragoslav Ortakov, Muzi~kata umetnost vo Makedonija, Makedonska revija, Skopje 1982. The first
generation of Macedonian composers active between the early 1930s and the late 1960s is considered the
bimusical generation which had paved the way towards transferring from the traditional/folk model of
thinking about music and dance towards the then popular West-European musical thought.
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this music and dance genre an academic treatment. The decree by the National Liberation
War and Partisan Forces of Yugoslavia Headquarters, transmitted through the national
liberation committees, obligated each individual with musical or dance talents to somehow get involved in the process of institutionalising folk culture. Thus, for instance,
Zhivko Firfov went on to found the Music/Folklore Department at the Institute of Folklore( 1951), he has been artistic director of Tanec (1949) and took part in developing the
folk music production in the Macedonian Radio and Television network as well (?). He
has also been credited with establishing the Orchestra of folk music instruments within
MRT. Firfov was active in international congresses and published papers in the UNESCO
ICTM magazines in 1962 and 1963. Vasil Hadzhimanov and Metodija Simonovski focused more on the Macedonian vocal tradition, Gancho Pajtondzhiev on Macedonian folk
dances, and Aleksandar Linin, not a musician at all, made the first steps in the research of
traditional Macedonian music instruments. These are the pioneers of the official/institutionalised Macedonian ethnomusicology10.
They were, in fact, folk music researchers and collectors who have not been properly educated: their education was in classical music theory. They only recognised several fundamental musical elements in folk melodies during their analytical work, such as
the metre of the lyrics, the rhythm and the metre of the melody, as well as its tonality.
Their activities resulted in numerous archive collections and recordings, crucial for the
future generations of educated ethnomusicologists who, in turn, have been active not
merely in the field of vocal music tradition but of traditional Macedonian dances as well.

Scientific Research of Dance in the Republic of Macedonia
Due to the unfinished process of collecting, systematisation and idealtype description of traditional dance culture in Macedonia, the predominant scientific/research approach in Macedonian ethnomusicology and ethnochoreology has been the folklorist approach.
The first institution which back in 1951 began with the scientific study of traditional and stylised folk dances was the Marko Cepenkov Institute in Skopje. The first re10

@ivko Firfov, Makedonski muzi~ki folklor – Pesni I (Macedonian Music Folklore - Songs I), Ko~o
Racin, Skopje, 1953; @ivko Firfov, Makedonski muzi~ki folklor – Pesni II (Macedonian Music Folklore Songs II), Folkloren institut na NR Makedonija – Oddel za narodna muzika i koreografija, Skopje, 1962.
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searchers mainly focused on field/collecting activity and classification of traditional
dances, quite extensive in the 1966-1979 period. In this fund, in the Dance and Instrumental Folk Tradition series, 7 books and a study in the Macedonian Folklore magazine
were published, which offered a, direct or not, analytical/descriptive treatment of Macedonian dances11. Four out of these books are completely devoted to the Macedonian
dance tradition12 while the remaining 3 indirectly complement the knowledge on folk
dances, covering topics from the instrumental music tradition13.

Books from the Dance and Instrumental Tradition Series

11

Ethnochoreology in Macedonia has so far treated only Macedonian dances. Even though there had been a
Minority Cultures Department at the Marko Cepenkov Institute of Folklore in Skopje since 1971, apart
from Elsie Ivanchich – Dunin’s Gypsy Weddings, Dance and Customs, 1971, and Ivona Opetcheska –
Tatarchevska’s ”Svadbenite obredni igri na Vlasite od Gorna Belica (Strushko)”, Ethnoses and Cultures on
the Balkans –International Conference in Trojan, Bulgaria 23-26 Aug 2000, Vol. 2, Sofia, 2000, there have
been practically no published scientific papers on the dance tradition of minorities in Macedonia. Fostering
dance varieties has fallen on the shoulders of the dancers in the folk groups, not the academic community.
12
@ivko Firfov, Gan~o Pajtonxiev ”Makedonski narodni ora so koreografski znaci i terminologija”, knigoizdatelstvo ”Ko~o Racin”, Skopje. 1953; Gan~o Pajtonxiev ”Makedonski narodni ora, kniga 1, Institut za
Folklor ”Marko Cepenkov” - Skopje. 1977; Mihailo Dimovski Orskata narodna tradicija na Makedoncite
od s. Ajvatovo (Solunsko) i nejzinite karakteristiki, Makedonski folklor, Institut za folklor ”Marko Cepenkov” IV/7-8,1971, 295-309; Mihailo Dimovski ”Metro-ritmi~kite strukturi na orata vo Makedonija”
Makedonski folklor, Institut za folklor ”Marko Cepenkov” IX/18, 1976, 79-90; Mihailo Dimovski Rusaliskite obi~ai i igri od s. Sekirnik (Strumi~ko) Makedonski folklor, Institut za folklor ”Marko Cepenkov”
VII/13, 1974, 165-182; Mihailo Dimovski ”Makedonski narodni ora”, kniga 2, Institut za Folklor ”Marko
Cepenkov” 1977- Skopje; Mihailo Dimovski ”Metodolo{kite postapki pri istra`uvaweto i prezentiraweto na
narodnite ora vo Makedonija”, 24.kongres ZDFJ (Piran,1977), SUFJ-SED, 1977, 319 – 322; Mihailo Dimovski ”Podatoci za orskata tradicija vo Kru{evo” Zbornik od XIX kongres na SZFJ (Kru{evo 1972),
Skopje, ZFM, 1977,39-42; Mihailo Dimovski ”Narodnite ora i orskata tradicija vo Berovsko”, Makedonski
folklor, Institut za folklor ”Marko Cepenkov” XIII/26 1980, 111-118; Mihailo Dimovski ”Nekoi karakteristiki na lazarskite obredni igri vo SR Makedonija” Rad XXIII kongresa SUFJ (Slavonski brod 1976), Zagreb, SUFJ-DFH, 1981, 211-220.
13
Aleksandar Linin ”Makedonski instrumentalni orski narodni melodii” Institut za Folklor, ”Marko Cepenkov”, Skopje, 1978; Ximrevski Borivoje, ”^algiskata tradicija vo Makedonija”, Institut za Folklor,
”Marko Cepenkov”, Skopje 1985; Ximrevski Borivoje, ”Gajdata vo Makedonija”, Institut za Folklor,
”Marko Cepenkov”, Skopje 1996; Ximrevski Borivoje, ”[upelkata vo Makedonija”, Institut za Folklor,
”Marko Cepenkov”, Skopje 2000; Ximrevski Borivoje, ”Gradskata instrumentalna
tradicija vo
Makedonija”, Institut za Folklor, ”Marko Cepenkov”, Skopje 2005.
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The pioneer of ethnochoreology in Macedonia is Gancho Pajtondzhiev, the first
researcher of dances at the Institute of Folklore in Skopje. He left behind two books, the
first of which is a collaboration with Zhivko Firfov in which they promote their system of
traditional dance Kinetography14. This fourfold system was the first creative attempt in
the Macedonian scientific community to produce a particular manner of writing down
traditional dances.
Later on, in his study of Macedonian folk dances15 from East and South-East Macedonia, apart from describing his Kinetography system, Pajtondzhiev also offers the
analysis of 106 dances and a registry of 222 traditional dancers and instrumentalists.
His limited system for visualising the specific dance forms was the foundation for
two other initiatives to upgrade the idea of Kinetography. They both treated the Mijak
Teshkoto dance. One is Mile Brzanov’s 1961 attempt to write down the Teshkoto in a
complex system which, apart from the five-line staff and the rhythmic line for the drum
beats, also incorporated the minute and second symbols as time units16.
The second is Mihailo Dimoski’s attempt and he employed the Labannotation17 in
the late 1970s for the needs of his book Macedonian Folk Dances 2 (1977), covering the
repertory of the Tanec state ensemble, and tried to complement the notations of the Rubato dances with precisely measured drum beats in time units.
In this most active period of the Folk Song and Dance Department at the Institute
of Folklore, the ethnochoreologist Mihailo Dimovski was particularly active internationally, studying the methodology of collecting, documenting and studying dances in Romania (1969), the Czech Republic (1974), Germany (1977/78/79) and occasionally Croatia
and Slovenia. Since 1977 the Institute has began to operate in a project-based system, and
Dimovski was involved in regional projects18, projects covering the Macedonian dias-

14

The first writings using Gancho Pajtondzhiev and Zhivko Firfov’s system were published in Makedonski
narodni ora, Institut za Folklor ”Marko Cepenkov”, Skopje, 1953.
15
Gan~o Pajtonxiev – Makedonski narodni ora, edicija: Orska narodna tradicija, kniga 1, Makedonska
kniga, Skopje 1973.
16
Mihail Brzanov, Problem transkripcije gali~ke igre ”Te{koto”, Zbornik na trudovi od Rabotata na XIII
Kongres na SZFJ vo Dojran 1966 godina, published in 1968, p. 509-513.
17
Labannotation was introduced as a thematic unit in the Ethnochoreology curriculum at the Faculty of
Music in Skopje in 1993 and was only studied for two years.
18
Sovremenata sostojba na folklorot vo Titovvele{ko i Titov Veles; Sovremenata sostojba na folklorot vo
Kumanovo i Kumanovsko; Sovremenata sostojba na folklorot vo Ohridsko-stru{kiot region.
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pora19, as well as individual projects20. Since the end of 1979 to this day there have been
no projects involving ethnochoreological research at the Marko Cepenkov Institute of
Folklore in Skopje.
Outside the Institute, traditional dances have occasionally been the subject of interest of ethnologists from the Museum of Macedonia (Vera Klichkova, Milica Georgieva21, Vlado Bocev22) as well as professors from the Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology at the Ss. Cyril and Methodius University in Skopje (Galaba Palikrusheva23,
Ljupcho Risteski24 and Jelena Cvetanovska25).
There was an extraordinary attempt to create a three-dimensional dance database
by professors from the Faculty of Electrical Engineering at the Ss. Cyril and Methodius
University in Skopje26. In the experiment27, three Macedonian dances, Aramisko, Beranche and Tetovka, have simultaneously been represented in Labannotation, described
textually and in a 3-D visual presentation.
Due to the lack of an educational strategy, it was impossible to find a qualified
dance researcher and Laban notator who would prepare a study on Macedonian folk dances for the Educational Council of Croatia Summer School28 in the late 1980s. All rele-

19

As part of the Researching the Folklore of our Compatriots Abroad, in the USA and Canada (1977-1979)
project, Mihailo Dimovski and Gjorgji Gjorgjiev stayed with Macedonian emigrants in the US and Canada.
20
We would like to mention Mihailo Dimovski’s video documentation of traditional song and dance festivals in Ohrid, Bitola and Dolneni, the preparation for the book on Macedonian folk dances from Western
and South-Western Macedonia, the collaboration with the professional dancers Rada and Stanimir Vishinski as part of the lectures on the Vardar Ethnochoreological Zone at the summer school in Badija, Croatia,
producing Elsie Dunin, Mihailo Dimovski and Stanimir Vishinski’s anthology Makedonski narodni
plesovi, Zagreb, 1973.
21
Vera Kli~kova, Milica Georgieva – Svadbenite obi~ai od seloto Gali~nik, Glasnik na Etnolo{kiot Muzej
, Skopje 1965, p. 95-186, Vera Klichkova’s ethnological films on the Galichnik wedding, the Easter
dances, etc.
22
Vladimir Bocev as a visual anthropologist with his ethnological films on the Dzomolars (winter male
procession), the Vasilichars (winter male procession), the Kurban, offers great contribution to the living
folk dance tradition.
23
Galaba Palikru{eva, Dervi{kiot red Halveti vo Makedonija, Zbornik na {tipskiot naroden muzej, sv. I,
1958-59, [tip, 1959, 105-119.
24
Qup~o Risteski, Posmrtni ora Makedonski folklor, Institut za folklor ”Marko Cepenkov” br. 53, 1999.
25
Cvetanovska Jelena ”Igri so smrtta”, Matica makedonska, Skopje, 1999.
26
Slobodan Kalajdziski, Vladimir Trajkovic,Danco Davcev – Object –Oriented Modeling of SpatioTemporal Dance Data, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, CS Department, Ss.Cyril and Methodious University – Skopje, 2002-2004.
27
www.actapress.com/PDFViewer.aspx?paperId=26259
28
In fact, the Educational Council of Croatia published a set of books on the dances and folk costumes of
all six republics and two provinces.
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vant institutions, research centres and ethnography museums29 were invited, only in Macedonia one could not find an expert to get the job done30. Thus, following the premature
death of Mihailo Dimovski, the only educated dance researcher in Macedonia, in 1979,
the process of researching traditional/folk dances in Macedonia came to a halt.
What brought about this lack of interest among Macedonian researchers? Lack of information? Of financial incentive? Fear of challenge? Some sort of a personal inferiority
complex?31
The situation might have been due to all these factors, although, the role of the
state institutions responsible, having forgotten their postwar euphoria, was crucial. This
project of national importance within SFRY at the time was realised by the Ministry of
Culture of the Republic of Macedonia and the Cultural/Educational Community. The task
of realising the series with representative Macedonian dances was given to Prof. Elsie
Ivanchich-Dunin32, who in the period between 1988 and 1989, with the help of the professional folk dancer, the doyen Stanimir Vishinski, filmed the stage repertory of 93 folk
groups in Macedonia.
Stanimir Vishinski, a professional dancer in Tanec between 1949 and 1966, and
the manager of the Orce Nikolov ensemble between 1952 and 1969, with his 20-year experience as a lecturer at seminars worldwide, familiar with the bureaucratic procedures,
provided the necessary letters of support by the state - that is, federal, at the time - republican and local institutions so that the research could commence. That is how the Dances
in Macedonia collection came to pass.
Dances in Macedonia is a 100-hour video collection33, the first video collection of
Macedonian folk dances after the Second World War, and the second collection of dances
29

Elsie Ivanchichh – Dunin , “Yugoslav Dance Research Project: a Survey of Organized Dance Groups in
Macedonia, 1988-1989”, in Dance Research Journal 22/1, 1990. p.52.
30
The case with the textbook on the Historical development of music culture in Yugoslavia by Stana Gjuric
is practically identical. Even after several years of correspondence, pleas and pressures failed to incite Macedonian musicologists to make an overview on the historical development of the Macedonian artistic/classical music. Interviewees: Borivoje Dzimrevski, scientific advisor in the Marko Cepenkov Institute
of Folklore in Skopje and Stojche Toshevski, composer.
31
These were actual responses by some of my interviewees.
32
Prof. Elsie Ivanchichh-Dunin is a dance researcher and pedagogue at UCLA, USA, who in her professional life has mostly worked on researching Southeast European dances, with special emphasis on the
former Yugoslavia region.
33
Thanks to the EVIA Digital Archive http://www.indiana.edu/~eviada/ this collection is in a digitalisation
stage and will be available on the Internet.
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in Macedonia ever created. As a whole, it is a legacy of the folk tradition at a crucial time
for the Macedonian state, the period immediately before the declaration of independence.
This year marks the 20th anniversary of the collection. Part of it offered the foundation for
the book devoted to the only state dance ensemble Tanec published in 1995, entitled
Dances in Macedonia – Performance Genre: Tanec.

The title page of the book Dances in Macedonia – Performance Genre: Tanec
Also essential is the Multimedia Encyclopedia of Macedonian Music Folklore
project (2000-2003) of the Composers Alliance of Macedonia, awaiting publication, in
which dances were represented in a separate section.
Through this overview of the accumulated knowledge on dance and music folklore we
have, in fact, presented the so-called National Inventory34 of the Republic of Macedonia
in which national folk culture entered in the second echelon35. We still have not got accurate information on the first great accumulation of knowledge on the folk music and
dance culture, but its not so thorough creation finished relatively late, in the 1980s, much
later than in the neighboring countries, the other SFRY republics, with the exception of
Montenegro.
We include in this National Inventory the Archive of the Marko Cepenkov Institute of Folklore in Skopje, the Macedonian Radio and Television and the Cinemateque of
Macedonia with their audio and video materials of the vibrant traditional and folk culture.
We are once again, however, faced with the issue of continuity of professional and scien-

34
35

Orvar Löfgren, The Nationalization of Culture, Ethnologia Europaea XIX: 9, 1989.
The key state national symbols are the national anthem, the state flag and the state coat of arms.
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tific/research work in the institutions in any way responsible for collecting and disseminating knowledge on traditional culture. Inappropriate human resources management and
the failure to publish grand editions - encyclopaedias and such - on Macedonian music
and dance folklore36, or audio/video anthologies, led to a situation in which the folk
dance scene has become the chief selector, that is, the integrating factor/constructor of the
nationalised folk culture in Macedonia.
The science in the Republic of Macedonia and, as shown further in the text, the
education in the field of social disciplines, have never succeed in taking this position,
have hardly managed to even keep up with the fast pace of developing the folk dance and
music scene, where the reshaping and the constant “revival” of tradition took place.
Despite the human resources problem, Macedonian folkloristics, ethnomusicology, ethnochoreology and ethnoorganology have largely managed to collect and integrate
the people’s knowledge on their own traditional culture, but yet again, due to the lack of
policy on managing human resources37, lack of strategy in the publishing policy, the scientific thought in Macedonia has not succeeded in what Löfgren (1989) calls the standardisation of national folk culture.
The “honour” to create cultural (dance, music) myths, to categorise, renew and
“freeze” the folk dance tradition was given to a highly developed network of folk scene
participants, led by the only state folk ensemble formed in 1949, Tanec38.
In the publication Developing the Scientific/Research Work in Macedonia, as the
annual bulletin of the Self-Government Community of Scientific Activities in the Socialist Republic of Macedonia, the editor noted that ever since 1948 the state had been facing:
36

Mihailo Apostolski’s grand project of the two-volume Ethnography of Macedonia aimed to present an
overall image of people’s lives and customs has never seen the light of day. A few years later, in 1996, a
modest Ethnology of Macedonia was published. Moreover, there is still no comprehensive encyclopaedia
of musical or dance folklore in Macedonia. The abovementioned multimedia encyclopaedia prepared by the
Composers Alliance of Macedonia is still awaiting state finances for its publication.
37
Out of the myriad of dance folklore “lovers” and practitioners, barely three domestic and several foreign
researchers have worked on academic research in the past 60 years. Macedonian traditional and folk dances
received more attention, though in a different ethnic context, from researchers in the neighbouring countries than from Macedonian ethnochoreologists.
38
Elsie Ivanchichh – Dunin in “Yugoslav Dance Research Project: a Survey of Organized Dance Groups in
Macedonia, 1988-1989”, in Dance Research Journal 22/1, 1990. p.54, talks about the origin of folk dance
performances on the Macedonian stage and concludes that some 70% come from the “kitchen” of the Tances state ensemble.
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The task to prepare a long-term strategy for the scientific, technical and technological progress in which domestic science should develop and realise as a productive
force and an irreplaceable factor of development.39
The future tense discourse has remained to this day, only the rhetoric has changed.
This state of “delayed cadence”, in musical terms, is still lingering, and the creators of
scientific and educational policy, regardless of the changed social/political relations in the
state, have not introduced such a long-term strategy.
After the great action of accumulating field materials in the late 60s40, in the
1980s the Institute of Folklore in Skopje turned more towards bilateral projects between
Poland and Macedonia, Turkey and Macedonia41, as well as towards regional research of
vocal and instrumental musical tradition42, while dance tradition had not been included in
the formal process of scientific/educational research for nineteen years, that is between
1979 and 1998.
In fact, in the early eighties the whole scientific activity was in crisis, witnessed
by the fact that in 1980 the investments in science have only been 0.30%, 0.01% in 1982,
while there were no investments in any scientific activity in 198343. Why is it that even
today we cannot say that the number of editions from the field of ethnochoreology and
ethnomusicology has increased? Quite on the contrary, there is a status quo in the discipline. There is currently only one ethnomusicologist working at the Marko Cepenkov Institute of Folklore in Skopje, researching the female vocal custom tradition. She has published one book in 2003. The Ethnomusicology Department at the Faculty of Music has
been on hold for several years now, and the new students at the Ethnomusicology and
Ethnochoreology Departments of the Tetovo and Shtip universities have not graduated
39

Razvoj na nau~no-istra`uva~kata rabota vo Makedonija - rezultati od nau~nite istra`uvawa 1984, I, p. 7.
A vast network of folklore teachers and admirers took part in the great action of the Marko Cepenkov
Institute of Folklore for recording songs, tales and other folk genres from Macedonian spiritual culture.
Collectors received specific fees for each recording they brought in.
41
Ibidem p. 248, 307-309.
42
In the Folk Songs edition there have been 15 folk song anthologies published: 5 of which refer to the
Macedonian diaspora in Greece, one to the Macedonian songs in Albania and one to the Gorani songs in
Kosovo, while the others are migrant workers’ songs, songs from the Ilinden period, from the People’s Liberation War, etc. Despite all this, the Dance and Instrumental Folk Tradition edition published only 7 books
between 1953 and 2006, 4 of which regard instrumental folk music, and only 3 the folk dance tradition.
43
Ibidem. p.21.
40
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yet and are not active.
Since 1999 there have been 4 young ethnomuslicologists and a researcher of folk
dances who would occasionally venture into personally initiated research projects, but not
in the formal process of scientific/research work, and still work outside the state institutions.

Traditional/Folk Dances in Macedonian Education
Between 1980 and 1998, in an atmosphere of collapsed scientific disciplines – I
am referring to ethnomusicology and ethnochoreology, of course, education maintained
some sort of continuity in accumulating and transferring knowledge more on the folk
(stage adaptation) than the traditional music/dance forms.
It is important to mention that the process of recognising and introducing this sort
of culture in the official education was long; it was difficult to find the appropriate place
for it in culture. The postwar educational policy placed traditional vocal music, but not
folk instruments and folk dances, in the field of physical education only later to move
them in the musical education sphere. In the margins of the professional education of
classical musicians, in the specialised music high school, there was a Music Folklore
course as the only possibility to experience this kind of culture44, while in the other primary and secondary schools there were contents from the field of folk music in the Musical Education course, but treated almost pejoratively. In the late 60s, the elite artists, that
is, classical musicians, began to feel “embarrassed” of this culture, so that the idea of
conscious pushing out of music and dance folklore, labelling it as “wedding music”, towards the margins of the educational process still has its perpetuators, even among government officials such as the 2002-2006 Minister of Culture.
Macedonian classical composers and pedagogues involved in the processes of musical
education in the late 1960s and early 1970s were ashamed to perform the traditional music of the their own people. The first, and partly the second generation of Macedonian
44

Even as part of the musical education, the Musical Folklore course was treated as mere “necessary evil”.
The contents of the course were mostly directed towards methodological preparation of young musicians as
future field collectors and musical folklore researchers, and not towards the interactive practice or artistic/creative covers of folk dance and music.
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composers who based their compositions on covering musical and dance folklore, that is,
on stylisations and quotes of this very creative thought, were counterpointed by a new
generation of Macedonian composers led by Toma Proshev, Dragoslav Ortakov, Sotir
Golabovski, who brought in their avantgarde ideas45 the music centres – Munich, Leipzig, Paris, Ljubljana and Zagreb – where they were educated. This group of composers –
all with PhDs in Musicology – held key positions in the educational system, were active
in the Composers Alliance of Macedonia as the single unifying association of reproductive musicians, composers and classical musicologists46. This generation of active composers established the St. Sophia contemporary music orchestra, an initial activity aimed
towards breaking down the hardcore traditional music/folk thinking, predominant in the
Macedonian composing school theretofore, and the music life in Macedonia in general.
Hence the political engagement of this group of composers in practically all fields of the
musicians’ educational process, in the process of creating and comparing educational policies, had serious implications on the logical development and transformation of the traditional music and dance model. Folklore, or “hillbilly music”, has somewhat quietly reached and remained in the margins of state musical education, precisely due to the attitude
of the creators and implementers of educational policy towards this sort of culture. In the
Ilija Nikolovski-Luj Music School in Skopje a number of students have problems and
were expelled for practicing folk and jazz music. There was the case of Kevser Selimova,
who, with her husband Gjorgji Zhelchevski, later on became quite famous in SFRY for
continuing the tradition of the old urban folk songs. Or the popular singer of the band called Magnifico, Panche Kochovski, who used to perform Mexican folk songs with his
band; or the jazz musician Dragan Gjakonovski-Shpato who is said to have absolute hear45

This generation of composers worked with athematism, polythematism, aleatory, dodecaphony, and other
West-European composition techniques, creating musical contents contradictory to what Macedonian listeners were used to.
46
It is interesting to note that Macedonian ethnomusicologists, graduates at the Belgrade Faculty of Music
between 1965 and 1975, were never included in the process of musical education. For a long time they had
not been members of the musicology section at the Composers Alliance of Macedonia. They were active in
the folk division of the Macedonian radio, most of them, 3 in fact, worked as scientific researchers at the
Marko Cepenkov Institute of Folklore in Skopje until 1991, that is, the official establishment of the Ethnnomusicology Department at the Faculty of Music of the Ss. Cyril and Methodius University in Skopje.
Ethnomusicologists and folklorists together had their network in the Folklorists Associations in each republic of former SFRY which together formed the Alliance of Folklorists Associations of Yugoslavia. Every
year, this alliance organised thematic conferences treating different scientific and applicative problems
from the discipline.
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ing and an extraordinary talent, but was left with no formal musical education on account
of jazz47.
Even in everyday life Macedonian folk culture was being pushed out by the influx
of Yugoslav pop, that is West-European rock, or Latin American music; industrialisation
deeply changed the context of practicing and fostering dance and music tradition, thus
changing the attitude towards this culture not only of the academic community, but of
ordinary citizens as well. The “ideal” background for it was the creators of educational
policy lack of interest for a slightly more inventive approach in including the tradition in
the educational process.
The process of establishing, that is consolidating the state educational and cultural
institutions might have finished, so the alertness of the public administration declined.
The continuity of transfer of knowledge on dance and music tradition in the educational
process was provided by the Musical Folklore course taught at the Theoretical/Pedagogical Department in the three music high schools in Macedonia and the single,
until 2003, Faculty of Music in Skopje. It was the only opportunity in the formal process
of educating Macedonian professional musicians to get knowledge on this sort of culture48.
Inertly, in the early 20th century and the first postwar years, the folk dance forms
remained part of the Physical Education curriculum for primary and secondary schools,
and Rhythmic Gymnastics and Dances at the Faculty of Physical Education.
How this came to pass will be shown in the following chronology of including the
folk dances in the process of formal education in Macedonia:
1. The formal or institutionalised form of knowledge transfer after the Second
World War had a strong impact on the authenticity of traditional dances, transforming
47

Eleni Novakovska, The Presence of Genres in Macedonian Music Education on
http://mmc.edu.mk/IRAM/Conferences/Skopjeconf1/Eleni.html , Eleni Novakovska - Dragan Gjakonovski
Shpato, The Founder of Jazz Music in Macedonia
http://mmc.edu.mk/IRAM/Conferences/LondonconfIII/Eleni.html
48
Even the Institute of Ethnology at the Faculty of Philosophy took a 33-year break. It was founded in 1946
as an Ethnology Department at the Ss. Cyril and Methodius University in Skopje which, in 1953, after a
government decree, ceased to exist. In 1984, state institutions from the science and education domain reestablished the Department as an Ethnology Office. In 2005 the Office grew into the Institute of Ethnology
and Anthropology. The current curriculum at the Institute was modelled according to the curricula of the
European Credit Transfer System for Ethnology and Anthropology.
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them into a so-called “folk ballet” more like a gymnastic creation.
a. Various sources indicate that introducing Macedonian dances in the formal
education began in the 1930s through the 1939 Program and Method Instruction for the
Gymnastics course in the high schools49. In this period in history, when Macedonia was
annexed to Serbia within the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, the network of
panslavic gymnastic/athletic clubs called Falcons, modelled by the Russian/Czech education system, included chivalrous dances in the gymnastic performances for certain formal
occasions.
b. Immediately after the Second World War, the same concept of curricula was
incorporated in the educational system of the Macedonian state in the Physical Education
course for primary, secondary and higher education. The thematic units from the field of
dance culture, placed in a Serbian ethnic concept, were merely substituted by dances taken from the everyday dance repertory in Macedonia, that is, what the ordinary citizens
practiced on their holidays, family celebrations, etc.
c. Later on, the Faculty of Physical Education included 70 popular folk dances in
the Rhythmic Gymnastics and Dances course, only 15 of which formed part of the course
in the academic year of 1999/200050.
With this modest fund of dances studied, the Faculty would produce professionals calling
themselves “choreographers”, many of them still active on the folk dance scene as manager of Cultural/Artistic Associations, independent choreographers, judges on festivals,
etc. In the absence of properly educated professionals, in an atmosphere of disregarding
this sort of culture by the academic community, this “creative” profile, with exceptional
physical preparation, first became active dancers in the state ensemble in the other larger
KUDs – Mirche Acev, Orce Nikolov, Kocho Racin, etc. – and part of them even became
the creators of CAA’s (KUD’s) repertory policies. One should not forget their participation and impact on the folk scene since the character and esthetics of the folk performances was significantly changed after the increase of people with this sort of education.
49

Danica and Ljubica Jankovich, ”Rad na narodnim igrama kod nas i u drugim zemljama”, Narodne igre
VIII, 1952, p.291.
50
The selection of dances to be taught at the faculty of Physical Education was made in collaboration with
the Tanec State Ensemble. In fact, Gym professors from the Faculty came to work on the physical warmups of the dancers an hour each day. In return, the Tanec “officials” made the selection of 70 “representative” dances.
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This, however, will be discussed in my Working Paper 4.
d. Another institution introducing the traditional dances was the Ballet Department at the Ilija Nikolovski-Luj State Music and Ballet Centre in Skopje (1956/57)51 and
the course was inappropriately called Folklore. This is a significant step forward towards
finding the right place for this sort of culture in the educational process. It is important to
note that classical ballerinas were encouraged to study folk dances in an attempt to instill
in them the creative thought of establishing a national ballet school, produce national ballets as classical music/stage forms/performances, but with the elements and techniques of
traditional/folk52 dances.
e. In the formal education in Macedonia there was a short but systematic attempt
to treat traditional dances in detail within a course called Ethnochoreology at the Faculty
of Music of the Ss. Cyril and Methodius University in Skopje. Professor Olivera Vasic
from the Faculty of Music in Belgrade laid the foundations for studying Ethnochoreology
for Ethnomusicology students in their final years, in the academic year of 1993/94 and
1994/95 who systematically studied traditional dances, in theory and in practice.
f. The folk dance scene in Macedonia, trapped in the interspace of its own banalisation – referred to as waning by some – and the revitalisation in the academic year of
2001/2002, initiated the introduction of systematic education of professional traditional/folk dancers. At the initiative of the Tanec State Folk Ensemble, modelled after the
Bulgarian high schools for “folk” singers/dancers, a special department for professional
dancers was established at the Ilija Nikolovski-Luj State Music and ballet Centre in
Skopje. It is interesting that this grand project – incidentally coinciding with the rule of
the right-wing VMRO-DPMNE, and automatically accepted by the subsequent SDSM
government – there was no collaboration with the already produced ethnomusicology
professionals, or the scientific researchers from the field at the Marko Cepenkov Institute
in Skopje, or with foreign experts. The project was realised by a single ethnologist, with
the “selfless” help of an important government official from the Ministry of Culture,
without consulting the expert, with no public debate on the needs, contents and the struc51

Lidija Lazarevska, Muzi~ko- baletski u~ili{en centar “Ilija Nikolovski –Luj” (1945-1995), Skopje 1995,
p. 26.
52
It is sometimes extremely difficult to classify the activities related to traditional and folk dances in Macedonia due to the ambiguity of the term folklore itself, used to denote dancing, teaching, studying, field
video research of folk dances, etc.
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ture of the curriculum.
The courses suggested in the curriculum, Ethnomusicology, Ethnochoreology,
that is Folk Singing, Folk Dances, and Folk Dance Methodology, which should have
comprised serious accumulated knowledge, experience and above all a vision on the educated profile the creators intended to produce, were prepared by ethnology students/seniors.

A facsimile of the Folk Dances II curriculum (accent on the profile of authors)
Unfortunately, despite the euphoric support by educational policy makers, this tolerance of a modest curriculum – conceived regionally, inspired by the ethnographic division of Macedonia according to material culture, not the diactic atlas of folk dances – imposed on the public the methodology of informal education. The whole educational process turned into a slightly more organised Cultural/Artistic Society. Even though it is expanding – there have been 17 dancers enrolled in the year 2008/2009 – this educational
process has not been able to handle the modern challenges of the dance scene.
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A facsimile of the monthly lessons plan - subject Folk Dances II
The young professional have unsuccessfully been attempting to enroll in the Faculty of Music in Skopje, as well as similar higher educational institutions in the
neighbouring countries, for 4 years now; only a few find employment in the Tanec ensemble even though the main reason behind establishing the department was producing
new recruits for Tanec. None of these students wish to venture into research work, so that
the populist management of this grand educational and financial project has not been able
to justify its existence just yet.
g. On similar grounds the Ethnochoreology Department was established, and it
started operating in October of 2007 at the new Goce Delchev University in Shtip. It is
the latest project of the previously mentioned team. Their ambitions are even fartherreaching – without having produced a single generation of educated ethnochoreologists,
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the Faculty website53 already announces postgraduate and doctoral studies.
It is quite puzzling that the otherwise vocal politicians of the Albanian bloc have
shown no interest in proportional amount of contents from their own music and dance
folklore in education. There has been an Ethnomusicology Department established this
year, with no defined number of students to be allowed. All the while the demands for
developing a parallel folk dance scene in Macedonia have been strong, as the demands to
be proportionately present in the collaboration of Macedonia with the international festival scene.
The reexamination of national identity taking place among all ethnic minorities
groups in Macedonia, including the Macedonian people, after the independence has
awakened the disintegrative forces in the state. Regionalism in Macedonia, or the socalled local patriotism, has found its expression in the University of Shtip and the State
University in Tetovo projects, as well as the mass dispersion of the studies in several cities with no strategic planning whatsoever, or the recognition of other such disintegrative
forces as the mutual ethnic, religious or ideological accusations, especially among Macedonians and Albanians.
While the formal education in Macedonia only established the legal modes – formally established the conditions of transferring knowledge on the dance and music tradition – the folk dance scene has independently been creating and recreating its own version of the national dance tradition. The discrepancy is particularly strong between the
stage representation on the one hand and the educational presentation of dances as two
separate systems of self-presentation of national dance tradition.
And even the educational system itself recognises the internal asymmetry between
the formal and the informal mode of transferring knowledge on this sort of culture.
The reasons behind this, yet again, are in the existence of no standardised version
of the dance and music tradition, which should have been provided by science and the
formal educational process. This is nothing new, merely a repetition of the theories that
Macedonia, as most of the world in fact, borrowed from its folklore past, the late 19thcentury version no less. Practically the whole scientific community in the field of dance
and music folkloristics finds confirmation in the contents generated and transferred as
53

http://www.ugd.edu.mk/; http://fmu.ugd.edu.mk/
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knowledge in the sources of the early 19th century.
After the independence, there have been another opposing “voice” of the Macedonian origin and cultural identity. One voice is ever so louder regarding the “ancient
spiritual heritage” and we have been able to hear all sorts of quasiscientific theses – by
Aleksandar Donski, Angelina Markus and their followers, who culminated their selfpresentation by welcoming the Pakistani Hunza king in July 2008 an naslednik na Aleksandar’s the Great civilisation.
Macedonia is still perceived by some as a state with a problematic relationship
with the state-forming ethnicity – the rhetoric that national culture depends on the “loss
and renewal” of tradition is the mainstream in the modern Macedonian state of today.
It is interesting to note that in Japan, (Ivy, 1995) for instance, the media play a key role in
the revival of tradition while in Macedonia it has been the process of disseminating collective knowledge through informal education in the vast network of the cultural industry. In it, important positions are held by various cultural/artistic associations, registered
NGOs, stage individuals who have managed the music and dance tradition quite lucratively, all in the name of its “preservation” “reviving” etc.
a. The system of one professional folk dance ensemble and about 130 amateur
folk groups in the so-called “folk amateurism” is the largest music and dance community
in Macedonia. It impeccably transfers the knowledge on folk dances (whatever it may be)
to several age groups. Almost all CAA folk groups (KUD’s) have several generations of
recruits divided in various lineups (most often 1 to 4 in an age group). Repetiteurs from
the larger cultural/artistic associations transfer their practical knowledge on all newly
created and current stylisations. Almost simultaneously, the new choreographies created
by Tanec are prepared. Practically all primary schools or centres of culture in the towns
and villages have their own folk dance group, operating though monthly membership fees
– one of the key motivations of the “preservers of tradition”.
b. Another attractive and widely popular form of knowledge transfer is the dance
seminars, the target group of which, in the period between 1974 and 1988/89, was foreign
researchers, choreographers and dancers. Most relevant is considered the Croatian Educational Council Summer School which presented traditional dances from all over former
SFRY, divided into 6 ethnochoreological zones. Macedonia was represented in the so-
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called Vardar Zone, and Stanimir and Rada Vishinski appeared as lecturers/repetiteurs, as
well as Mihailo Dimovski.
Considering the lack of properly educated professionals – choreographers, the
Cultural/Educational Community of Macedonia (Kulturno-Prosvetna Zaednica), after the
example of the Croatian Educational Council, attempted to organise a folk dance summer
school in 1986, and 150 CAA (KUD’s) managers/organizers from Macedonia applied.
The state financed the instructors who taught contents from the dance and music tradition
for three years in a row. This organised form of education54 was supposed to end with
final exams in three courses. Barely 17 participants managed to complete the summer
school.
There have been several seminars of this sort established in Macedonia – in
Struga, Oteshevo, Bitola – producing lecturers that went on to teach in the USA, Canada,
the Netherlands, or Japan, the most renown among them being: Georgi Tomov, Atanas
Kolarovski, Pece Atanasovski, Vase Robev, and Elsie Ivanchich-Dunin who received
their knowledge on stylised dances primarily, from their dance experience in the Tanec
state ensemble.

Photo of the 1988 seminar at Drim Hotel, Struga
The transition and the changed CAA (KUD) policies – in fact, since 2002 the
Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Macedonia has ceased to finance material expenses and paid only for the CAA (KUD) programme activities – forced many of the
dancers to start their own little “businesses” in the field of cultural industries, including
54

Ethnomusicologists from the Institute of Folklore in Skopje were also included in the project.
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the folk dance tradition, particularly appealing to foreigners. A number of folk dance
“schools” were established, as well as seminars for foreigners, camps for the diaspora
children, etc.
Their existence at the expense of tradition, “preserving” the national identity as it were
while paying no value added tax, has so far caused no reaction by any of the two ministries responsible. Even though two years ago the Ministry of Culture, mentored by the
British Council in Macedonia, began mapping out the creative cultural industries, we
have not yet seen any concrete results and those in charge have, unfortunately, not been
able to recognise the folklore as a field of interest and specially the chaos in the field55.

Conclusion
Folk dance has found strong support in the public, hence the still vibrant and
dominant dance culture. There have been a number of initiatives, forms and individuals
taking some part in the process of fostering on of the strongest Macedonian brands, so it
makes sense for the state to wish to create its own trademark. Is there, however, an academic/scientific community to realise this project? The disregard of Ethnochoreology as
a separate scientific discipline and its continual marginalisation by educational and cultural policies is the key reason we cannot nowadays claim that there is an organised academic/scientific community in Macedonia. It is thus inconsiderate to systematise the
achievments of this science in e 60-year period. It is frustrating that there are no more
than 10 books published on dances in Macedonia, that there is currently one active researcher in the field and no institution working on the continuity of the discipline.
It is sometimes difficult to accept and understand part of these discourses since I
live in this reality as a researcher myself – a reality turned even more complex by the appearance of quasi-scientists presenting themselves as great “lovers” of tradition, politically suitable to realise serious state projects in the fields of education and culture, thus

55

Two famous folk singers organised one of the most expensive seminars on Macedonian folklore, with
foreigners as target group. The prices were extremely high for Macedonian conditions. A one-week visit to
a seminar of this sort would require 2 to 4 average Macedonian monthly incomes. Such examples are numerous in the diaspora as well. No one discusses the contents presented in these informal “schools”.
http://www.goranalachki.com/ ; http://www.folkdanceseminars.com/Seminar-for-Macedonian-dances-withJovan-Bosilkovski.php;http://www.folkdanceseminars.com/folk-seminar/Macedonian-Folk-DancesSinging-Seminar-Sasko-Atanasov.php;
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potentially jeopardising the objective approach in these conditions.
Whatever, the folk dance scene does hold its place as the selector, as the constructor of the model of national presentation of folk culture.
In the process of standardisation, the folk scene imposed its version of what national dance and music tradition is, resulting in generations of young people who, through
the informal education in cultural/artistic associations, have learnt the stage modified version of the dance tradition modelled after the Russian notion of “folk ballet”, founded in
former SFRY in the 1950s.
Even in SFRY there was an attempt, by Olivera Mladenovic in 1973, to completely scan the dance ethnography from all over SFRY, out of which materials would be
selected in order to build the national dance model for each of the socialist republics
separately. This will form part of the elaboration on the folk and traditional repertory in
WP 4.
In the battle, however, between the two communication systems – the formal scientific
and educational community on one side and the folk dance scene on another side – with
disproportionate membership, the folk dance scene has always been triumphant.
The modest number of scientists and educational professionals could not overwhelm the thousands of participants in the folk dance scene. Hence the failure of the
creators of the educational, scientific and cultural policies who could not at least impose
the quality approach in transforming the tradition generally taking place on the folk dance
scene.
The problems of continuity and discontinuity of Macedonian ethnomusicology
and ethnochoreology has remained since the new generations of ethnomusicologists have
not been seriously involved in the social life of independent Macedonia. The lack of educated professionals of the field in institutions such as the Macedonian Academy of Arts
and Sciences, the Marko Cepenkov Institute of Folklore, the Macedonian Radio and
Television, or the Faculty of Music in Skopje is disconcerting. Yet again, it is the implementers of the state educational and scientific policies are responsible since their public
rhetoric of support has found no practical realisations. They do not find ways to coordinate the needs of the scientific community of ethnomusicologists and ethnochoreologists
– mainly outside the institutions – and the state educational and scientific institutions.
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And the collateral damage of this whole uncoordinated process has been the quality of the
artistic presentation and the reshaping of folk dance performances left unattended or to
individual banal improvisations.
Even though Ivy (1995) deems the return to primordial voices silly, from the
standpoint of a researcher in and from Macedonia, especially considering recent developments, I am left with the question regarding the need of asking the past for help.
Is phantasmagony so primitive, I wonder, especially since the development of the
state requires evoking oral history, folklore and national myths? Even though problems
may occur in the manner of visualising the models in various periods and regimes.
Considering that at the beginning of creating the nation-states, violence was always involved in the process of settling the differences regarding the national culture in
the country, I find the analogy of these disintegrative forces in the notion of “political eligibility” when including individuals and groups in society processes. Even though collapsed as a model56, political eligibility as a mode of inclusion in the state processes in
Macedonia has been multiplied and even more complicated and hindered the process of
transition and modern transformation of Macedonian culture, since political eligibility is
required from each ethnicity separately.
Learning from other cultures, internationalisation of culture may be the model for
settling the problems in the heterogeneous and multiethnic Macedonian folk dance scene/culture.
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